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Abstract. Recently, advanced information technologies have opened new pos-

sibilities for collaborative designs. In this paper, a Web-based collaborative de-

sign environment is proposed, where heterogeneous design applications can be 

integrated with a common interface, managed dynamically for publishing and 

searching, and communicated with each other for integrated multi-objective de-

sign. The CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) is employed 

as an implementation tool to enable integration and communication of design 

application programs; and the XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is used as a 

common data descriptive language for data exchange between heterogeneous 

applications and for resource description and recording. This paper also intro-

duces the implementation of the system and the encapsulating issues of existing 

legacy applications. At last, an example of gear design based on the system is il-

lustrated to identify the methods and procedure developed by this research. 

1   Introduction 

As networks proliferate all over the world, it is inevitable to implement some enter-

prise activities such as product design within the virtual spaces supported by computer 

networks. Relying on such a virtual environment, it will be possible to effectively 

utilize dispersed resources to quickly respond to clients’ requests and to greatly reduce 

time-to-market. In engineering area, there have been numbers of existing applications 

for engineering calculation, computer aided design, computer aided manufacture and 

computer aided evaluation, and numbers of new ones are still continue to emerge. A 

challenging issue in this field is to enable these diverse heterogeneous legacy applica-

tions to be integrated at lower cost and to work together smoothly. Its solution lies in 

the combination of distributed object technology with common information exchange 

languages. 

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), defined by the Ob-

ject Management Group (OMG), is a standard for the distributed computing and sys-

tems integration [1]. It seeks to provide a platform-independent and language-

independent framework to enable object components to be operated from anywhere in 
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a network without concern for the operating system or the programming language. 

This allows heterogeneous legacy applications to be integrated together without re-

writing the essential codes and hence the development cost can be reduced. 

CORBA has gained a great number of distributed applications in engineering. For 

example, Li implemented a collaborative design system based on network using 

CORBA and Java [2]. Pahng et al developed a Web-based collaborative Design Mod-

eling Environment [3]. In the research of Kim et al, the system integrates multiple 

clients, application servers, and databases together over three-tier structure. The com-

munication between clients and application servers is done via CORBA [4]. Li et al 

discusses the idea that the collaborative product development mode on Internet is a 

process of collaborative decision making in stages. CORBA is used to establish an 

environment for collaborative problem solving [5]. Yoo developed Web-based 

knowledge management for sharing data in virtual enterprises, where CORBA inter-

face helps Java agents communicated with the knowledge base system [6]. Hauch et al 

explored communication between integrated software tools using CORBA. The pro-

posed system allows the encapsulated components in different processes on different 

machines to directly communicate in a high-level manner [7]. Lee’s collaborative 

optimization approach for multidisciplinary design optimizations allows diverse opti-

mizing system belonging to different disciplinary co-optimize a single problem [8]. 

Sang focused on the CORBA wrapping of legacy scientific applications, especially the 

procedures for wrapping the Fortran codes using CORBA and C++ [9]. 

The most of the above systems are still under proof-of-the-concept prototype de-

velopment stages. Recently, some commercial distributed collaboration applications 

emerge at market. Windchill enables the ProEngineer users to collaborate over the 

Internet [10]. Autodesk has incorporated Netmeeting inside Autodesk Inventor R2 in 

order to provide a degree of collaboration [11]. These systems are limited among the 

same CAD/CAM systems. 

In the fast-moving IT world, new object and exchange paradigms emerge rapidly. 

A wide acceptance of approaches based on the extensible Markup Language (XML) 

appears into the world. The W3C defines a set of XML-based protocols and standards 

that are the foundation for the current notion of Web services, in which recent devel-

opment contends with CORBA [12]. Ouyang et al presented a design web service 

based distributed collaborative CAD system, employing geographical features as col-

laborative elements [13]. 

There have been many arguments about the advantages and disadvantages between 

the CORBA and the new emerging technology XML-based Web services [14-15]. The 

mostly accepted idea is that the Web services and CORBA are not exclusive and nei-

ther of them will replace the other, but rather should be seen as complementary tech-

nologies that need to be used together. CORBA is an enabling technology for creating 

sophisticated, distributed object systems on heterogeneous platforms. XML is a tech-

nology for conveying structured data in a portable way. CORBA allows users to con-

nect disparate systems and form object architectures. XML will allow users to transmit 

structured information within, between and out of those systems, and to represent 

information in a universal way in and across architectures. Both technologies are plat-

form-, vendor- and language-independent. CORBA tie together cooperating computer 

applications invocating methods and exchanging transient data transient data that will 



probably never be directly read by anyone, while XML is intended for the storage and 

manipulation of text making up humane-readable documents like Web pages. In addi-

tion, portable data storage and exchange in XML will relieve CORBA-based systems 

from low efficiency much data causes in.  

The author group have been contributing Web-enabled design environment for de-

sign and manufacture and implemented the Web-based design environment that facili-

tated invocation of large size computing program, multi-users management, and prod-

uct data exchange mechanism [16-18]. Our current work focuses on a new form of 

hybrid tool architecture to allow effective interoperation of the integrated heterogene-

ous applications and flexible data exchange services for virtual enterprises and their 

collaborative design environment, through combining XML technology into CORBA-

based infrastructure. In this paper, following the overview of the system architecture, 

encapsulating the existing applications into the components that can be operated in the 

system, developing the dynamical GUI (graphical user interface) for them, and ex-

changing the data format between them are presented. An example of gear design is 

finally presented to illustrate the architecture and methods developed. 

2   Hybrid Architecture of the System 

In the framework of the system, existing resources, no matter where they reside in a 

network, are integrated together and allowed to communicate with each other, relying 

on CORBA ORB (the Object Request Broker). Figure 1 illustrates the basic compo-

nents that make up the architecture. In the CORBA-based distributed system, existing 

resources are encapsulated into objects, e.g. components that can be found and in-

voked between each other. IIOP (the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol), an underlying 

protocol, is the standard protocol that specifies how objects communicate across 

TCP/IP, the standard connection-oriented transport protocol for the Internet. 

In the client/server distributed architecture, a client is a process that wishes to per-

form an operation on a distributed object, and a server, an object provider, is a process 

that provides this object to the client. The system allows a client to find, further con-

nect and invoke the selected object that a server hosts. With the standard interface new 

coming objects and clients could work along with the already existing components. As 

the system augments there may be the need of one or more managers for the collabora-

tion. A collaborating server provides a set of server-centralized services such as user 

authentication, object selection, and data-related operations. 

Since lots of data files used in applications may be incompatible to each other, we 

have employed XML (the eXtensible Markup Language)] on top of CORBA as a 

neutral data descriptive language. XML is independent from application and its plat-

form and thus it is a proper option for such a heterogeneous environment. Moreover, 

the CORBA facilities such as Name service and Event service are utilized so compo-

nents can be located and found easily. 



Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed system 

2.1   Components and Their Communication 

The relationship between all the components is illustrated in Figure 1. This hybrid 

system incorporates the best features of peer-to-peer with the reliability and security of 

server-based system. The peer-to-peer structure between clients and object servers 

provides functional facilities and the server-centralized structure through the system 

server helps to offer administrative services. 

The system allows the direct interaction for function between clients (object user) 

and servers (object Providers) in de-centralized model. This peer-to-peer architecture 

not only provides a performance mechanism but also avoids a central bottleneck. 

Using service-oriented mechanism the system server helps to publish the object, 

and to facilitate the global data warehouse and its updating and retrieving services. A 

set of CORBA services is standard CORBA objects in the system to facilitate the 

services. The Name service provides a means for objects to be referenced by name 

within a given naming structure. The Event service provides a mechanism through 

which CORBA objects can send and receive event messages. The connections linking 

to the system manager server and to the CORBA service server are initiated by the 

client and are kept alive during the client request session.  
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2.2 Data Exchanging Within the Heterogeneous Environment 

The communication between applications is implemented using the CORBA, de-

scribed in the above section. The data exchange between them will be implemented 

with the XML technology, shown in Figure 2. XML is of cross-languages and cross-

platforms. It can be read directly or parsed by the Xerces-J library and the Xerces-

C++ library. The XML file is transferred using the File Transfer Protocol (FTP). 

 

Fig. 2. Data exchange on the heterogeneous environment 

3.  Encapsulation of Heterogeneous Legacy Application 

In the development of a distributed application, it is an essential step to bring existing 

legacy software to distributed object system. According to Sneed [19], there may be 

three strategies for doing so, e.g. redevelopment, reengineering and encapsulating. 

The redevelopment strategy is to start from scratch and redevelop all of the applica-

tions with the distributed object concepts. This approach is the most expensive and 

time consuming. The reengineering strategy is to convert the existing programs to 

object-oriented programs and distribute objects appropriately. This approach is to port 

the code from the old environment to new one. Code conversion is not easy and few 

tools and methods are available. The encapsulating strategy is to encapsulate the exist-

ing applications and to invoke them from the object-oriented distributed environment. 

The advantage of encapsulating is that legacy systems become part of the new genera-

tion of applications without discarding the value of the legacy applications. 

In this development the encapsulating strategy is applied to deal with the existing 

programs. Encapsulation base on CORBA separates interface from implementation, as 

shown in Figure 3. It hides differences in programming language, location, and operat-

ing system with the interface defined in IDL (Interface Definition Language).  Server-

side application developers only need to understand the services of legacy systems and 

to describe them in the standard interface. Each component can be encapsulated sepa-

rately and then integrated using object-based communications. 
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Fig. 3. Encapsulating structure 

4. System Management 

Conducting collaborative design with the distributed system usually utilizes more than 

one program to implement a complicated design task. Therefore the system needs to 

provide an administration-oriented architecture for the collaboration. In this research, 

a set of XML-based services is described. 

When an interested client contacts an object server for the first time with the inten-

tion to include its functionality into its graphical user interface, or to develop a more 

complex application utilizing the available design resources, the relative information 

of objects should be captured easily. It includes general information about the compo-

nent and its functionality. In order to invoke an object, the client also needs to know 

about everything that is necessary to run the object, such as the reference name of the 

object, the number and type of input parameters and return parameters for every 

method on the object, and the input and output files if there are ones. Figure 5 gives an 

example of component data information encoded in XML format. XML file can be 

read from XML-enabled browser on any platform and any operating system. 

A client-specific GUI needs to be developed for a user to invoke one or more ob-

jects, as described in section 3.  The system provides a mechanism to create dynami-

cally a client GUI, accordingly to the selected object, for common user to use in the 

client side. Figure 5 gives the resource list and the GUI for the chosen object. The 

content of the graphical user interface can be set up at run-time. The GUI according to 

the description in the XML shown in Figure 4 could be automatically created, as 

shown in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 4. An example of object data structure 

 

Fig. 5. Design resource list and the GUI for the chosen object 

5. An instance over the Integrated Design Environment 

With the system, we have integrated gear design related applications adhering to the 

CORBA standard and conducted an example of gear design on the distributed design 

resources. Figure 6 shows the legacy applications integrated into the system and their 

working procedure.  

The main designer, the user of the client 1 in the system, wishes to conduct gear de-

sign including design optimization calculation and geographical model design over the 

distributed system. The client application includes the GUI (on the upper-left in Fig-

ure 6) for the design optimization, the design optimization procedure, data files, and 

the client favorite CAD commercial software (on the upper-right) and its service pro-

 

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<component_management> 
   <component> 
       <name>Gear Design Optimisation</name> 
           <command> 
               <name>optim</name> 
           </command> 
           <in_para>Maximum Centre Distance</in_para> 
           <in_para>Minimum Centre Distance</in_para> 
           <in_para>Maximum Module</in_para> 
           <in_para>Minimum Module</in_para> 
           <in_para>Maximum Thread</in_para> 
           <in_para>Minimum Thread</in_para> 
           <in_para>Maximum Helix Angle</in_para> 
           <in_para>Minimum Helix Angle</in_para > 
           <out_para>Result Centre Distance</out_para> 
           <out_para>Result Module</out_para> 
           <out_para>Result Thread</out_para> 
           <out_para>Result Helix Angle</out_para> 
           <out_para>Result Stress</out_para> 
           <out_para>Result Mean Stress</out_para> 
   </component>  
   <component> 
               ?  ?  ?  ?  ?     
   </component>  
</component_management> 



gram. After registration, the client user runs the GUI program. Firstly the designer 

could input parameters and set up the design objectives from available distributed 

design calculation resources list, including the remote calculation resources for gear 

contact stress, gear contact stress, the slide/roll ratio and gearing interference check. 

The remote programs are written in C++, Java, or Perl and are ported on Windows, 

Linux or OS2 while the GUI is written in Java application. The CORBA architecture 

enables the communication between the GUI and the heterogeneous design objective 

calculation programs. Data exchange between the remote resources and the client is 

based on the XML mechanism, as described in Section 2.2. The global data ware-

house on the server is for XML data storage. 

Unlike the design optimization application, App1, App2, and App3 are all of inter-

active-type programs for geometrical design and need human-involved actions during 

the execution. They are not easy to be CORBA-enabled. The individual service pro-

grams, i.e. App S1, App S2 and App S3, provide the communication between com-

mercial CAD software.  

The GUI is for implementing all interactive design activities including inputting pa-

rameter, monitoring the calculation progress and viewing resultant data, and the Ge-

netic Algorithm (GA) procedure is to fulfill the design optimization and to invocate 

multiple design objective programs. The resultant data is retrieved, recorded in XML 

format and then transferred into the system server for storage. Application 1 and ap-

plication 3 are two kinds of CAD design tools for geometrical design, respectively 

located in the different operating systems. Application 2 is a gearing simulation tool 

for the cutting interfere analysis. The service programs App S1, App S2 and App S3 

are for retrieving XML file from the system server and transforming the XML format 

into the respective CAD software specific format to the application. The main design-

er will implement the final modification in its own CAD application 1 and exports the 

final graphical file in a DXF file, a kind of mediate CAD data file. 

6. Conclusion 

There have been numbers of existing product design applications in engineering, 

which lead in the challenges of development of effective integrative environments.  

This research utilizes the CORBA and XML technologies to address the challenges. 

The CORBA technology allows the integration of existing heterogeneous diverse 

applications, regardless the operating system they are running on or the programming 

language they are written in, and enables the communication between the heterogene-

ous applications. XML is a good choice to store and transport the common data be-

tween the applications in a flexible and platform neutral way. XML is also suggested 

to record object information for the system to provide a dynamical standardized inter-

face between the client application and the server. 

The concept considering CORBA and XML proposed by this research has the fea-

tures of efficient communication between applications and flexible data exchange 

services. It allows multiple design applications to contribute to the overall system; 

thus, it can react to customer’s complicated design requirements much faster. Ever-



increasing applications can be integrated with existing ones without having to change 

most of the application’s code. XML-style data format provides flexible data ex-

change between applications in heterogeneous environment and in humane-readable 

format. The hybrid architecture combining peer-to-peer model and server-centralized 

structure enables the efficient functional operation, the resource administration and 

services. 

Fig. 6. Gear design applications integrated into the distributed system  
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